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NEW ECLIPSING VARIABLES IN THE FIELD OF M67SANDQUIST, E. L.Department of Astronomy, San Diego State University, 5500 Campanile Drive, San Diego, CA 92182 USA;e-mail: eris�sienes.sdsu.eduThe old open luster M67 has been extensively studied photometrially, but its variablestar ontent has not been ompletely surveyed due in part to its large angular diameter.We have disovered 4 new elipsing variable stars in our photometri data for the lustertaken using the 1 m telesope at Mount Laguna Observatory. The newly disoveredvariables are listed in Table 1. The identi�ation numbers are from Fan et al. (1996;abbreviated FBC) and Sanders (1977). The photometry and period estimate omes fromthe urrent study (with the tabulated magnitudes being estimates of maximum light).Proper motion membership probabilities ome from Sanders (1977; labelled S), Girard etal. (1989; labelled G), and Zhao et al. (1993; labelled Z). The olor-magnitude diagram(CMD) positions for the stars are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. V I olor-magnitude diagram for M67 stars, with the identi�ed variables indiated.Two of the new systems have positions in the CMD near the main sequene for M67members, but have small (< 20%) proper motion membership probabilities. Beause M67has a relatively small distane from the Sun, a veloity of 1 km s�1 relative to the luster
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Table 1. New Elipsing Variables in the Field of M67.FBC ID S ID max(V ) max(I) V amp. I amp. P (d) P� Type2404 743 15.66 14.74 0.10 16 (S) EA5018 1601 14.32 13.33 0.13 0.11 0.54 91 (S) 48 (G) EW5774 17.94 16.88 0.31 0.30 0.28 EW5986 1849 13.78 13.12 0.15 0.12 0.445 0 (S) 0 (Z) EWmotion in the plane of the sky would produe an apparent proper motion of 0.25 mas y�1.Dynamial interations between stars appear to play a signi�ant role in M67 thanks toa high binary star ontent and low veloity dispersion (e.g. Sandquist 2005), so we needto bear in mind that a relatively small kik veloity (� 10 km s�1) resulting from a 3-or 4-body interation ould give a luster member a membership probability of less than20% in proper motion studies. The possibility of kiks an be examined by looking atthe magnitude of the measured proper motions (whih are generally measured relative tohigh-probability luster members) and the position of the star in the vetor point diagram.If a star falls near the enter of the �eld star proper motion distribution, a kik would bea less likely explanation.The alibrated V I photometri data for the variables are provided in Tables 2 - 5, avail-able on the IBVS website as 5679-t2.txt - 5679-t5.txt The olumns are helioentriJulian date � 2450000.0, magnitude, magnitude error, and �lter band.FBC 2404 (S743): The one proper motion study (Sanders 1977) that overed thisdetahed elipsing system gave it a low, but nonzero, membership probability. Its positionlose to the luster main sequene in the CMD, however, hints that the binary might bea luster member. The system was just outside of the Chandra �eld observed by van denBerg et al. (2004), and it was not deteted by Belloni et al. (1998). The nondetetionwould not be surprising beause of the faintness of the system, espeially if the orbitalperiod is more than a few days.We observed a single partial elipse, and see no sign of signi�ant variation outside ofelipse. The elipse is depited in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Elipse observed for the star FBC 2404.
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FBC 5018 (S1601): The proper motion membership probabilities for this systemidentify it as a possible luster member. Girard et al. (1989) measured a larger propermotion (3.2 mas y�1), whih is responsible for their lower membership probability. Theolor-magnitude diagram position is unusual, however: the system is bluer than the lousfor equal-mass binaries. If the system is truly part of the luster, there must be at least oneother star ontributing signi�antly to the system light. If it is not a luster member, itis unusually bright for its properties: the MI-period-olor relation (Ruinski 1997) for WUMa binaries returns a distane modulus that is about 0.7 mag larger than those of lustermember systems in ontradition to its position brighter than M67's main sequene. vanden Berg et al. (2004) identi�ed this star in Chandra X-ray observations (CX7), and theyfound a ount rate that was more than twie as large as any of the previously knownluster W UMa variables. The ontraditions among the methods we have used to hekon membership leads us to reommend that this system be studied further to larify itsunusual nature.Although we have not observed the binary through an entire orbital yle, we didobserve two maxima in I-band, allowing us to estimate the period (see Figure 3). The�rst maximum we observed appeared to be slightly fainter than the seond, whih ouldindiate the presene of starspots.

Figure 3. Observations for the W UMa-type variable star FBC 5018.
FBC 5774: No proper motion information is available, but the system falls far to thered of the luster main sequene, so that it is very unlikely to be a member. Use of theMI-period-olor relation (Ruinski 1997) indiates that the system has a distane modulusmore than 2.5 magnitudes larger than the 4 previously known luster W UMa stars. Theamplitude of the variable is fairly large (� 0:3 mag), and one of the photometri minimais de�nitely deeper than the other (See Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Observations for the W UMa-typevariable star FBC 5774. Figure 5. Observations for the W UMa-typevariable star FBC 5986.FBC 5986 (S1849): This ontat system happens to lie very lose to the lustermain sequene in the CMD. However, two proper motion studies give the system a 0%probability of membership, thanks to measured relative proper motions of 6.8 (Sanders1977) and 9.1 mas y�1 (Zhao et al. 1993). Based on this, the system is unlikely even tobe a member in the proess of ejetion. Use of the MI-period-olor relation also indiatesthat its distane modulus is about 0.8 mag larger than the luster W UMa stars. Thissystem was not in the �eld observed in X-rays by van den Berg et al. (2004) or Belloniet al. (1998). The light urve is fairly symmetrial (see Figure 5).This work has been funded through grants AST 00-98696 and 05-07785 from the Na-tional Siene Foundation to E.L.S. and M. Bolte.
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